
WORKPLACE REFORM 

Australian Workers Union  –  Workplace Reform Association Inc. 

1. The name devised by Bruce Wilson to describe the association that he wanted to incorporate in 1992 
before he received any legal advice included a description in its title of Workplace Reform.  These 
words in its title “Workplace Reform “ has a particular history as it relates to Thiess Contractors Pty Ltd 

and more broadly it has a history as it relates to changes  in Australia’s  Industrial Relations framework 
between 1987 and 1992. 
 

2. We now have two documents which are authored by Thiess setting out their understanding of the 
meaning of Workplace Reform in 1992. These documents are consistent the understanding of 
Workplace Reform from 1987 to 1992 by :- 
 
a)  The Australian Industrial Relations Commission  

b)  The Australian Council of Trade Unions 

c)  The AWU 

d)  Other trade unions and employer associations  

e)  The Federal Government - Department of Industrial Relations 

f)  Mr Paul Keating  the 24th Australian Prime Minister 

g)  Industrial Relations academics and practitioners 

 
3. All persons involved in the industrial relations community in Australia knew in 1991 and 1992 the 

meaning of Workplace Reform  as it applied to the changing nature of setting wages and conditions 
for the Australian workforce in these years. 
 

4. Bruce Wilson as the AWU WA branch secretary in 1992 knew perfectly well what he was doing when 
he used the name  ‘AWU - Workplace Reform Association Inc’.  after reaching an agreement with 

Thiess  in early 1992 and sending out its first invoice in April 1992 charging for the services of a 
Workplace Reform Representative  at the Dawesville Channel project. 

 
 

5. The starting point for understanding the meaning of Workplace Reform for the Dawesville Channel 
project  are the two Thiess documents: 
 
a) 6 October 1992 –Thiess  Submission to the WA Building and Construction Fund for Funding a 

Workplace Reform Model Project at its Dawesville Channel Operations 
 
“ Our Commitment to Workplace Reform and best practice is widely acknowledged……. Members 
of the Thiess management are actively involved in the following agencies and committees which 
have a national involvement   in the Workplace Reform agenda ……With the support of the WA 
Building and Construction Industry Training Fund our company will ensure that the Dawesville 
project is national recognised as the best model of the practical implementation of all facets of 
the reform process in civil operations…….To facilitate the implementation of the reform agenda a 
National Memorandum of Understanding with the AWU has been signed … This is the first 



memorandum agreed in the Civil engineering Industry in Australia and provides the formal 
framework , including an industry monitoring committee to ensure the success of the process. 

IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM 

As indicated in conjunction with the Australian Workers Union, WA TAFE, the Workplace Reform Network, 
the National Skills Development Working Party for Civil Operations, the National Building and Construction 
Industry Training Council and yourselves we are seeking to development and implement a best practice 
workplace reform model for Civil Operations on the Dawesville channel Project…….Our aim is to introduce 
into this project all that has been developed to date in the Workplace Reform Agenda. 

We believe the construction industry will benefit from the process we are undertaking as it will provide in 
our view the best example of what all parties are seeking to achieve through Workplace Reform in the civil 
engineering industry. 

The objectives for the Consultative Committees was to oversee the implementation of a “workplace 
reform program through consultation and participation”.  In an appendix to the submission it was noted 
that the “reform process commenced on the site in February 1993 “.  

6. This Submission by Thiess to the B. C. I. T. F  sets out the framework for understanding Workplace 
Reform as it applied to a major civil engineering in Western Australia in 1992. 

Thiess regarded this project as being  a “ Workplace Reform Model Project”. The company was 
committed to Workplace Reform  and was involved  “nationally in the Workplace Reform agenda”. 

The Memorandum of Understanding on Restructuring between Thiess and the AWU dated 11 June 
1992 provides “a formal framework for Workplace Reform”. 

 INTRODUCTION 

The Company and the Union recognise the Federal Government and the ACTU positions on Award 
Restructuring and the key objectives of the Structural Efficiency Principle are to : 

a)  Increase efficiency 

b)  Provide workers with access to more secure, varied , fulfilling and better paid jobs 

c) Promote confidence , investment   and jobs by ensuring that the industry delivers a quality 
product which seeks to meet the budget and time constraints of investors.     

These issues are being addressed at an industry level through the award restructuring process. All parties 
will continue to support that process. 
The company and Union acknowledge,  “However  that appropriate action at individual company level is 
essential to the achievement of these objectives . “ 

The Memorandum commits the parties to pursuing  Award restructuring through consultation between 
management , the workforce and their union and will have Workplace Reform Advisers assisting in the 
restructuring program. 

Award Restructuring: 1987 – 1991 



Full Bench:  Australian Industrial Relations Commission 

The Australian Industrial Relations Commission in the May 1987 National Wage case introduced a two tier 
wage increase for workers- the first tier was  a flat rate for workers but the second tier was based on a 
restructuring and efficiency principle in which awards needed to be restructured to achieve a wage 
increase of up to 4%  

Award restructuring involved changes to work practices, the broad banding of award classifications and 
multi-skilling 

The August 1988 National Wage case introduced further pay rises but these would only be ratified if award 
restructuring took place based on what they called a Structural Efficiency Principal 

In 1989 the ACTU introduced a blueprint for award restructuring which supported the progress of the AIRC 
in which it proposed : 

x A rise in the minimum rates  of minimum rates awards 
x Establish broad banding skill levels across industry 
x Provide a career path for workers through upgrading skills, education and training. 

In 1989 the AIRC agreed with the ACTU and promoted Award restructuring which would include “properly 
designed and accredited skill training processes … to support the structural efficiency principles and its 
aims”. 

In May 1990 the AIRC  after conferring with parties about Award restructuring produced an agreed 
statement in which it stated : 

“the agenda for change should be broad : and the process of change should be continued and accelerated , 
particularly at enterprise level”.  

In the April 1991 National Wage Case  the ACTU submitted that fundamental award reform had been 
completed to the degree that an enterprise focus is now warranted.  

The Federal Government submitted that  

x Enterprise/ workplace arrangements should be made for defined periods 
x Enterprise flexibility/ award modernisation clauses should be used as the mechanism for 

negotiations 
x Outcomes of negotiations may be incorporated in sec 115 agreements or in enterprise/ workplace 

specific paid rates awards approved by the Commission. 

 

The employers submitted that 

x The next wage system must continue to place central emphasis on the need to reform industrial 
relations to improve productivity, efficiency and international competiveness 

x The employment relationship does not take place at the award level. The worth of any reforms 
made at other levels must ultimately be assessed by reference to their effect in workplaces. The 
two award restructuring systems of 1987 and 1989 focused on reforming industrial awards but did 
not focus sufficiently on workplace change. 



The AIRC did grant a 2.5 % wage rise for awards after taking into account many factors including  

x The objective of sustaining the processes of award and workplace reform 

Despite some broad agreement about the need for the AIRC to provide a framework for enterprise 
bargaining the AIRC refused to set out any  principles for enterprise bargaining based on their belief that 
the industrial relations parties were not sufficiently mature to exercise the necessary wage restraint 
required to sustain a fall in inflation. 

 

However after this decision at a special union conference  the ACTU resolved in May 1991 to pursue 
enterprise bargaining. The AIRC in the October 1991 National Wage decision finally agreed with all the 
parties  and  set out principles for enterprise bargaining which were based on “the actual implementation 
of efficiency measures designed to effect real gains in productivity”. 

Australian Industrial Relations Commission 

Individual members of the AIRC implemented the decisions of the commission in granting wage rises 
consistent with the framework as it evolved with the Full Bench of the AIRC in its National Wage decisions. 
Award restructuring and a commitment to workplace reform amongst employers and unions were 
important in the granting of pay rises amongst workers employed throughout Australia. Below are 
examples of the understanding the AIRC members had concerning workplace reform . 

29 March 1990: Justice Ludeke  (  Print J  2041) 

Decision: Building Employees, building, metal and civil construction industries  

The parties to these proceedings included the Australian Workers Union and the ACTU 

The application sought the approval of the Commission for the second increase in wage rates provided by 
the Commission’s principles of wage determination. 

“…the Australian Federation of Construction Contractors described how employers understood the exercise 
which the industry was involved in…… Our approach is …..to look to change the very structure of the 
industry…..The industry is the modern day inheritor of the whole tradition of craft unionism and craft work 
rights. The whole history of artisans and labourers has its beginning in the building industry……we are about 
eliminating the craft system from this industry…..Such far reaching goals will take years to achieve ….. 

There will be a clause titled “ Award modernisation” which in substance is in these terms : 

a) The parties are committed to modernising the terms of the award so that it provides for more 
flexible working arrangements , improves the quality of working life, enhances skill and job 
satisfaction and assists positively in the restructuring process. 

 
b) The parties to this award recognise that in order to increase efficiency , productivity and 

international competiveness of industry, a greater commitment to training and skill development 
is required. 
 



c) The introduction of these clauses into the industry awards will convey to employers and all who 
work in the industry that their union and employer organisations are fully committed to 
workplace reform. “ 

 

2 September 1991:  Justice Ludeke  ( Print 9270 ) 

Plumbing employees  

“ I was satisfied from the evidence in earlier proceedings that the parties are participating in the 
movement for workplace reform in accordance with the guidelines stated by the Full Bench in the 
National wage Case April 1991.” 

24 July 1991:  Commissioner Palmer   ( Print  J 8331 ) 

Chemical employees  

The Australian Workers Union was  a party in these proceedings. 

“On the 14 June 1991 the parties reported…… that substantial progress had been made at  site level. The 
Joint Consultative Committee and the Sub- committee and Project Groups which have been formed to 
guide workplace reform are progressing in the implementation of the restructuring agreement…..and that 
they would produce changes that would be very significant in terms of increase in efficiency and 
productivity. “ 

26 July 1991: Justice Ludeke (J 8710) 

Various employees in the Building , metal and civil construction industries 

The Australian Workers Union was  a party to these proceedings. 

“I am satisfied that the unions which are applicants in these matters are also participants in the movement 
for workplace reform and that they too have satisfied the requirements of the Structural Efficiency 
Principle.” 

23 December 1991: Commissioner Palmer (Print K1196) 

Chemical industry 
The Australian Workers Union was a party to these proceedings. 

“I approve ….. the certification of two section 115 applications…… In my opinion the approval of the 
Agreements will assist ongoing workplace reform in the company and the approval of the new 
arrangements is in the public interest.” 

11 February 1992: Commissioner Cox (Print K1857) 

Metal and engineering employees  

“From the material put to me it is clear that the agreements reached between the parties have been 
negotiated through a single bargaining unit and a broad agenda has been considered by the parties. A 
program of workplace reform has been agreed upon and implementation has commenced.” 



20 February 1992: Commissioner Cox ( Print  K 2006 )  

Metals and engineering employees 

“From the material put to me it is clear that the agreements reached between the parties have been 
negotiated through a single bargaining unit and a broad agenda has been considered by the parties. A 
program of workplace reform has been agreed upon and implementation has commenced.” 

21 May 1992: Deputy President Hancock  ( Print K 2978 ) 

Coal production employees 

“The proceedings involved the taking of evidence and participation in inspections at Leigh Creek on 5-7 
august 1991…….Transference to Part D of the awards….is .. in effect, an extension of the structural 
efficiency principle, requiring significant workplace reform and, where appropriate, training………the deputy 
manager of Leigh creek , gave evidence about the cost effects of workplace reforms and the transference of 
employees to Part D “ 

Decision - 17 July 1992: Commissioner Cox  ( Print ( K 3779 ) 

Metal and engineering employees 

“…The manager gave evidence about the  measures agreed between the parties……about improved 
flexibility….evidence was also given about the development of a more do-operative approach with 
improved communications. The role of the workplace Resource Centre of Tasmania in the workplace 
reform process was also described.” 

21 July 1992: Commissioner Cox ( Print K 3828 ) 

Metal and engineering employees  
“… The Site Personnel Manager gave evidence about the establishment of the site consultative committee, 
and described the company , its operation and products. Evidence was also given about the issues 
considered in a broad agenda for workplace reform.” 

19 August 1992: Commissioner Simmonds   (Print  K4248) 

“The representative of the company confirmed the submissions of the ETU and described the ETU as having 
been very much involved in negotiations on award restructuring and workplace reform to the point where 
it and three other unions had reached an enterprise agreement.” 

7 August 1992: Commissioner Paterson  ( Print K3864) 

“The company undertook to a program of workplace reform which addresses both the social and technical 
issues in the work environment……Demonstrations of the old methods and new techniques by employees 
which clearly illustrated the savings and improvements in quality which have already been achieved since 
the introduction of workplace reform.” 

 

 



20 August 1992: Deputy President Watson   (Print 4227) 

Building , metal and civil workers construction industries 
The Australian Workers Union was a party to these proceedings. 

“This decision deals with an application for the certification of an agreement between Concrete 
Constructions Group Pty Ltd  and …….the Australian Workers Union….The agreement arises out of a 
comprehensive program commenced by the company in 1987 to bring about workplace reform. It 
constitutes a further step in that broader process of reform directed to central objectives of establishing a 
better relationship with the workforce on Company projects, achieving a flexible , skilled and productive 
workforce…..” 

20 October 1992: Deputy President Macbean   ( Print K5095) 

“This matter involves an application by the CFMEU and Civil & Civic Pty Ltd ….. for the certification of an 
agreement….the agreement involves the following …..Since the beginning  of 1990 Civil & Civic ….have been 
working on the development of a comprehensive workplace reform strategy. The fundamentals of the 
strategy are the introduction of new 

Participative processes ; forms of work organisation ; methods of skill formation ; and methods of 
remuneration  

This agreement should signal to the building and construction industry and to the wider community what 
can be achieved by parties prepared to base their agreement on genuine reform and to conduct their 
relations based on consultation and co-operation and not on conflict. “ 

 

ACTU Congress 1991 
At this congress an afternoon session was set aside for a discussion of Workplace Reform .  Laurie 
Carmichael , an ACTU Assistant Secretary promoted Workplace Reform as part of the skills development of 
the Australian workforce. The goals of workplace reform were the development of a highly skilled 
workforce, flexible workplace organisation and a participative approach to decision making.  Sixteen 
speakers participated in the discussion who commented on their respective sectors obstacles to progress 
and strategies to overcome these. ( Journal of Industrial Relations – March 1992 p 95-6 ) 

In a report published in the September 1991 issue of the Industrial Relations and Management Newsletter 
Pat Huntley reported on the ACTU Congress as follows : 

Workplace Reform – Skills Development & Education 
“ According to Laurie Carmichael this is a new policy for Congress. It represents a new approach in relation 
to workplace reform , skills development and education. And more particularly, it should represent a new 
point of departure for the work of the trade union movement in the future. Clearly this year we can see at 
last that the process of change in the workplace is gathering pace. It is the inter-related holistic approach 
we have been developing within the ACTU these last four years. Arising from award restructuring and 
extending into all areas of education.  

During open debate a couple of officials particularly in the metals area, commented that workers see the 
issues of restructuring as too academic – buried in a morass of committees and regulation – and also top 
driven . Bob Smith , the Victorian Secretary of FIMEE……made this point :  



In the metal industry,  … there has been a lot of education of  workers and  a lot of education of 
managers…..but we are not seeing much come out. One thing we need is a lot more of is joint training. “ 

 

Federal Government 
1. In 1989 J. J. Macken a retired Judge of the NSW Industrial Relations Commission published a book on 

Award Restructuring. In Ch. 9 he outlined the Federal Government support for Workplace Reform.  
“The Government’s view was that the key to success did not lie so much at the level of the structural 
efficiency principles applied to awards but rather to the implementation of award changes at the 
enterprise level. 
 

      In April 1989……the Minister for Industrial  Relations Mr Peter Morris announced that $ 12 million had 
been allocated to the Workplace Reform Programme . …… 
 
In the first place there is a workplace resources scheme under which regional centres provide essential 
advisory support to firms  involved in the process of improving competiveness as part of the award 
restructuring process…… 
 
The second element in the Workplace Reform Programme  is the Work Change  Assistance Scheme 
which provides financial assistance to employees and unions in key industries…… 
 
The third element in the government’s Workplace Programme is the Work Change Training 
Scheme….The Scheme is designed to give management and shopfloor union personnel the skills they 
need to introduce changes in the workplace and to help them manage that change……  
 

     The whole of the Workplace Reform Programme of the Commonwealth Government is to be supported 
by a public communications strategy which will support initiatives aimed at explaining the award 
restructuring process to companies, unions and employees. “ 

 
2.   In a paper delivered to a conference in 1989 ,  Mr Peter Morris the Minister for Industrial Relations     

spoke about award restructuring and set out the Government’s program of support for workplace 
reform: 
 

a) “ Award restructuring and workplace reform are major priorities for the Commonwealth 
Government. We are being challenged by a rapidly changing international economy to become 
more flexible, efficient and competitive and we must reform our labour markets if we are to meet 
these challenges.  

b) The Government will make available $ 1.2 m in 1989-90 under its Workplace Reform Program to 
assist employers and unions in the award restructuring process and will consider further 
additional funds if necessary. Some $ 2.7 m is being provided in 1988-89 .  

c) The 1988-89 Budget Related Paper No 9 Labour Market Reform the Industrial Relations Agenda , 
sets out the elements of the Government’s strategy for reform  Included in this agenda was : 

x The restructuring of awards to provide incentives for skill formation, and to help develop 
more flexible forms of work organisation. 

In a paper at this conference the Department of Industrial Relations set out further details of the 
Government’s Workplace Reform Program ; 



“The Government’s policy on workplace reform and participative practices aims to improve productivity, 
efficiency and equity in Australian workplaces . 

The Workplace Reform Program actively supports a paticipative approach to workplace reform including 
better forms of work organisation, enhanced training and career development and more cooperative 
industrial relations. 

The Work Change Support Scheme provides financial assistance to employers and unions in key industries 
to support key pilot projects and to support the engagement of expert advisers …… in agreed activities that 
will accelerate the process of award restructuring and workplace reform. 

The Workplace Reform Program will be supported by a public communication strategy which will support 
initiatives aimed at explaining the award restructuring  process to companies, unions and employees.” 

Working Smarter – A Practical Guide to Workplace Reform  ( 1991)  

In 1991 the Federal  Department of Industrial Relations produced  five  booklets designed to help everyone 
who will be touched by changes to work organisation and to promote the development of a more 
cooperative , equitable and productive workplace culture.   

Appendix 5 – Workplace Reform 

The Commonwealth Government’s Workplace Reform Program aims to do just what it says : improve and 
reform the way Australian workplaces operate.  

The objective is to encourage consultation and co-operation between shop floor and management to assist 
in the introduction of more efficient ,  safer and fairer working conditions. 

In turn , and combined with new training arrangements and the restructuring of awards, these reforms will 
assist in creating a more flexible, better skilled workforce which will help to give Australian industry a 
chance to become more productive and internationally competitive.  

The Department of Industrial Relations set up Workplace Resource Centres in each State to provide 
assistance for those wanting to pursue or understand workplace reform. 

Designing the Future – Workplace Reform In Australia  ( February 1991) 

Over 700 persons from all over Australia attended  a conference in Melbourne to discuss Workplace 
Reform. The conference papers were then published in a book form .  Mr Peter Cook, the Federal Minister 
for Industrial Relations was guest speaker at the conference.  

He promoted the Federal Government’s agenda for workplace reform but believed that “the role of 
management should be a central focus of workplace reform. … Changing workplace culture isn’t something 
that can be delivered overnight. It demands sustained commitment and involvement  of managers who 
know their workplace well and have the skills to drive the reform process. …..If workplace reform is to be 
effective and sustainable , it should be undertaken on a bipartite basis and developed as far as practicable 
to the people it directly affects. This means at the workplace. A central element of a reform program must 
be to ensure that employees are adequately consulted over change….. 



One Nation – Prime Minister Paul Keating  -  26 February 1992 

In a comprehensive political document Mr Paul Keating outlined a strategy his government would pursue to 
ensure that economic growth promoted by his government would flow fairly to all Australians and 
announced measures to enhance the quality of Australian life. 

In discussing Wages he headed his discussion : ‘Wages and Workplace Reform’ 
In his review of industrial relations he made the following  comments:- 

“The Government has fostered a more co-operative approach to industrial relations under the Accord 
framework. This has assisted the evolution of a more flexible industrial relations system. 

Since 1987, labour market developments aimed at achieving a more skilled and flexible workforce have 
been an essential ingredient in the broader process of structural reform. In that regard, the new Industrial 
Relations act introduced in 1988 provides an effective framework to decentralise the wages system and 
award restructuring and ‘workplace reform’.  

The Government’s Workplace Reform and Best Practice Demonstration Program are facilitating                  
co-operative and fruitful negotiation at the workplace by providing funding for innovative projects that lead 
to demonstrable workplace reform, and specialist assistance on human resources management, industrial 
relations, production planning and design and work organisation. 

The focus of reform has now shifted from the industry and award level to the individual workplace to 
generate the productivity gains necessary for Australia to reap the full benefits from general market 
liberalisation, structural adjustment and other micro-economic reforms“. 

Conclusion 

In Australia from 1987 the industrial relations players understood the need to change a centralised wage 
fixing regime. 

The ACTU became a key player in promoting Award restructuring – introducing changes that would make 
working conditions more flexible and productive in exchange for lower unemployment and over a period of 
time higher living standards.  In the 1980’s growth in real wages fell behind the rate of inflation.  

From 1991 Award restructuring gained additional impetus from the promotion of enterprise bargaining by 
the key industrial relations participants – the ACTU and senior union officials and the employers and 
endorsed by the AIRC and the Federal Government. 

In 1991 and 1992 all industrial relations participants knew what workplace reform meant for employers and 
for union officials and their members. 

Firstly it meant negotiations between the parties concerning wages and conditions at an enterprise level – 
critical to an employer were the spread of hours, calculation of penalty rates , flexibility regarding leave 
entitlements, job classifications and appropriate payments  

Secondly in the course of the negotiations there would be trade-offs between giving up restrictive work 
practices and making work practices more flexible and productive and increases in wages over a period of 
time. 



For the more militant union leaders and workers they were suspicious of giving up work practices that had 
been governed by Awards for many years and getting nothing tangible in return except a promise of a more 
rewarding career.  

Workplace reform in Australia’s industrial relations community had been driven by the ACTU and 
supported by the Federal Government and employers. It did not come from rank and file union members or 
workers in general. 

Workplace reform meant co-operative negotiations with employers and through the co-operation of 
employers, unions and the workforce introducing changes to wages and conditions at an enterprise level 
without the resort to strikes. As part of these changes improvement in the skills of a workforce meant the 
provision of accredited trainers who could grant recognised certificates of training as to levels of 
competency. 

On the 6 March 1992 if any senior industrial relations practitioners in Australia were shown the Public 
Notice placed by the AWU WA Branch they would have readily understood that here was one of Australia’s 
largest unions taking an initiative in committing the union to implementing  workplace reform in the 
construction industry in WA  

 


